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KUWAIT: People have noticed changes in the
weather in Kuwait, as usually in this period of the
year, the temperature is above 40 degrees Celsius.
Also, sandstorms are becoming more frequent,
when in the past they appeared later in the year.

Meteorologist and Astronomer Adel Al-Saadoun
said climatic cycles don’t repeat annually in exact
timings of the year. “Climatic cycles are related to
the Sun and the directions of wind. This year sum-
mer didn’t start early as usual, and the weather is
still pleasant during the evening and early morning,”
he pointed out.

“Global warming during the past five years
caused record temperatures not only in Kuwait, but
in other countries around the world including the
United States, the Amazon, and many other parts of
the world. There may be different reasons behind
this, including the Earth’s rotation, atmospheric
pressure or other factors,” added Saadoun.

The Indian monsoon depression over India and
East Asia affects our climate. “The wind moving
from the north brings dust to our area. When it rains
there, it affects our climate. So, when the rains start-
ed earlier this year, it brought sandstorms earlier.
The dust moves from north to south, and the wind is

faster. But in general, the amount of dust this year is
not so great yet,” he explained. According to
Saadoun, weather prediction can only be precise up
to four days in advance. “If the forecast is made for
a longer period, then it won’t always be correct, as
it’s related to earth’s climate,” he added.

Kuwait is financing a project in Iraq which should
improve the dust problem in Kuwait. “A great part
of the dust coming from the north is due to an
abandoned area in Iraq. After people left this area,
they called it Almghabra (covered by dust). Kuwait
Fund for Arab Economic Development has invested
KD 4 million to develop this area. So, after farmers
will cultivate this area and benefit from agricultural
products, the amount of dust and sand coming to
Kuwait will drop,” he said.

Saadoun also highlighted that financial losses
caused by the changing weather are mainly because
the amounts of sand that had to be cleared from the
main roads were done by private companies. He said
cloudseeding projects carried out in some neighbor-
ing Gulf countries will not be done here anytime
soon. “The decision to realize such big projects will
take time in Kuwait. The artificial rain project needs
a lot of equipment and a large budget, so I guess it
will take some time. When it does happen, it will
reduce dust and sandstorms,” he concluded.

Kuwait spared early summer start,
but sandstorm problem persists

Kuwait funds KD 4 million project in Iraq to help address dust issue

KUWAIT: Vehicles drive in dusty weather on Fourth Ring Road in Kuwait on May 13, 2022. 
—Photo by Fouad Al-Shaikh

Health Ministry
sets new timings at
labor testing centers
KUWAIT: The Health Ministry announced new
timings at labor testing centers on Sunday as
Minister Dr Khaled Al-Saeed paid a visit to
Shuwaikh’s center to inspect the process of work.
The new timings at the Shuwaikh, Sabhan, Jahra,
Ali Abdullah Al-Salem centers go in effect as of
Monday as follows:

Sunday to Thursday:
l 7:30 am to 1:00 pm for domestic helpers

(accompanied by Kuwaiti sponsor).
l 1:00 pm to 7:00 pm for the remaining

expat labor categories.

Saturday:
l 9:00 am to 3:00 pm for domestic helpers

(accompanied by Kuwaiti sponsor).
Making an appointment online is required prior

to the visit, the ministry said in a statement. Health
Minister Dr Saeed’s visit to the Shuwaikh labor
testing center came following complaints ranging
from lack of order to slow work at labor centers in
recent days. 

He met and spoke with employees and people
waiting for inspection and gave instructions to
organize and facilitate work for the public, the min-
istry said in a statement to the press. 

Dr Saeed was accompanied by Undersecretary
of the Ministry of Health Dr Mustafa Reda as well
as Director of the Public Health Department Dr
Mohammad Al-Saeedan.

KUWAIT: Health Minister Dr Khaled Al-Saeed tours the Shuwaikh labor testing center on Sunday. 
—Health Ministry photos

Kuwait delivers on
Intellectual Property
Rights Protection
By Pete Cyrus Mehravari, the United States
Intellectual Property Attache for the Middle East
and North Africa

Imagine you developed an innovative new
technology that would revolutionize the way
that people lived or created a new hit televi-

sion show. What would you look for when decid-
ing where to invest in commercializing your
invention or producing your TV show? Likely
you would select a place where you knew the
local government would protect your invention,
creative work, and your company name from
unscrupulous imitators looking to profit from
your valuable time and work. Increasingly,
Kuwait is becoming one of these places. In 2022,
after 25 years, Kuwait has achieved what many
countries still hope to accomplish; removal from
the Office of the United States Trade
Representative’s Special 301 Report for countries
that do not sufficiently protect and enforce intel-
lectual property rights.

Intellectual property protection and enforce-
ment are essential parts of developing a diversi-
fied and knowledge-based economy where inno-
vative and creative industries thrive and generate
high quality private sector jobs. As Kuwait
increasingly seeks to attract investment across
its economy, owners of inventions, protected by
patents, and creative works, protected by copy-
rights, must know their technological and artistic
investments are protected from unauthorized

imitation. Likewise, these companies’ names and
logos, protected by trademarks, and valuable
commercial knowhow, protected by trade
secrets, also require robust protection to allow
consumers to safely differentiate between their
and their competitors’ products and content.
Countries that protect intellectual property
attract investments from major global companies
and grow dynamic startup and entrepreneur
hubs. However, if intellectual property is not pro-
tected, respected, or valued, be it in the form on
online piracy, the sale of counterfeit items in
local markets, or the theft of trade secrets, these
investments and entrepreneurs will seek safer
markets.

Kuwait’s focus on enhancing intellectual prop-
erty rights protections and cracking down on
violations demonstrates that it is serious about
preparing itself for its future economy. I have
observed this commitment firsthand in Kuwait
ever since I arrived in 2018.  Kuwaiti officials
across several agencies remedied many deficien-
cies that kept Kuwait on the Special 301 Report
since 1997. The government passed the 2019
Copyright Law and increased their inspections
and enforcement at ports of entry, in local mar-
kets, and online. Authorities closed businesses
selling counterfeit and pirated goods. They also
developed online portals where intellectual prop-
erty rights owners and consumers could submit
complaints and know they would be heard. The
next time you see counterfeit or pirated goods in
Kuwait, please do use these new resources and
help keep Kuwait clean of intellectual property
violations. With proper teamwork between the
Kuwait government, intellectual property owners,
and consumers, counterfeiters and content
pirates will increasingly find Kuwait is not a wel-
coming market for their fakes.

Kuwait wins gold in Arab 
Artificial Intelligence Olympiad

AMMAN: Kuwait’s team won first place in the internet
of things category in the Arab Artificial Intelligence
Olympiad (AIO 2022) held in Jordan. Students

Abdulrazaq Al-Qallaf and Hawraa Merza, representing
the Youth Public Authority, brought the gold medal to
Kuwait through their ‘Blue Tech Lunar Base’ project.


